Central Executive Meeting discussed the
sensitive issues of Examination for the
promotion to the post of AE as well as EA/SEA
and Tech/Sr.Tech Merger.
Decision the issue of On Mergers:
We have decided that even though EA/SEA/AE Merger is the essential
factor for achieving PATNA ACP Patna, but raising that demand is not
a practical solution as of now. Already no promotion took place in last
seven years and 600 vacancies are lying vacant under threat of
deemed abolishment. We shall take up EA/SEA/AE Merger too on an
appropriate opportunity.
So ARTEE decided to give full thrust to EA/SEA and Tech/Sr.Tech
Mergers.
On SEA to AE Exam
It is unfortunate that a particular section tried to sensitize the
sentiments of our members with vested interests and tried to create
a confusing picture that ARTEE is behind this Notification of Exam
which is far away from truth. It is department's own initiative to meet
out scarcity of AEs. But our stand is that stagnation at all levels
should be eliminated. We discussed the matter and if Hon'ble Court
grants any relief to EAs, we shall wholeheartedly welcome that and
follow it. This decision is also based on the advice by our Advocate.
At the same time, we caution our Members that now at the time of Re
verification of Membership , Many people who have been sleeping on
all the issues since last seven years are suddenly woke up and
pretending themselves as warriors of all the issues for which we were
fighting.
Where they were during last seven years when EA/SEA Merger was
not progressing?
As you are aware, department tried it's best to merger EA and SEA in
Rs.4200 GP which was stopped only due to the efforts by ARTEE

through email Drive and through Agitation. Where they were when
department tried to merge EA/SEA in GP Rs. 4200/- ?
Another point is that what they did for achieving ACP Patna in last 7
years? They refused to take part in Agitation for ACP PATNA when we
invited them and their Gen.Secy. told us that ACP Patna is not their
issue.
What they did to stop the Recoveries due to 25/02/1999 up gradation
issue?. They even refused to take part in the Agitation jointly
conducted by ARTEE, PSA and ADP3. They were totally silent on this
very sensitive issue and have not filed any case in this matter.
They were also responsible to stop AE Promotions since last seven
years
But we are a mature and sensible Association and we have analyzed
all the possibilities and submitted our detailed concern to the Hon’ble
MIB.
Click here for ARTEE Letter to MIB about SEA to AE Examination
Click here for Earlier Letters Submitted by ARTEE for EA/SEA Merger
Dear Members, you are cautioned from such segments, who just
wants to gain Members by promising impractical and distant dreams.
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